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Extrem
PRESENTATION

Approaching the gastronomy of Extremadura involves
immersing oneself in a vast landscape from which
emerge products that are so genuine and ﬁne that
they have taken our cooking to the level of the best in
the country. Extremadura is the passage of natural
light with 300 days of sunlight per year, which produces the symphony of colour and taste that is
exhibited by our exceptional raw materials. A dream
that has become the dehesa: a million succulent
hectares. Mentioning the traditional pastureland with
sca ered trees or dehesa is tantamount to saying “the
defence of our own”; a larder, a plethora of blessings, a
festival of taste in which landscape and gastronomy
blend perfectly together.
For us, to speak of our homeland is to speak of the
essential larder. This is to those in the know a delicious
combination of knowledge and tastes, the cooking of

our memory... the awakening of the senses. Travelling
unhurried through this beautiful region of contrasts is
si ing down at a table of stone on a green background,
with a garden of ﬂavours on the tablecloth.
If Extremadura is a paradise this is among other
reasons because its temptations are varied and
succulent. No-one can resist the gastronomic festival
of its oils and its wines, its Iberian ham and its cheeses,
its cakes and pastries, its honey, its cherries, or its
paprika: the best thing is to give in to desire.
Extremadura will therefore be in the view of those
who have eyes to see a faithful reﬂection of a unique
gastronomic culture, without complexities, visceral
and fascinating; a chronicle wri en in ﬂavours
chiselled by the knowing hand of memory.
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... is gastronomy

How to get here

Extremadura is located in the west of
Spain and its extensive road network
allows easy travel through it whether
in a hired car or one's own vehicle,
which is deﬁnitely the option that gives
you the most freedom to get to know all
its treasures.

Distances (km) Madrid Barcelona Sevilla
by road

Mérida
Cáceres
Badajoz
Plasencia

344
297
404
248

965
919
1026
870

191
267
210
341

If you arrive in Extremadura from Madrid or the east
of Spain you come in on the A-5. Along this dual
carriageway you will ﬁnd Trujillo, Mérida, and
Badajoz before reaching Portugal.
From this dual carriageway, via Navalmoral de la Mata
you can reach Guadalupe or Plasencia and the north of
Extremadura (EX-A1). For Cáceres you must take the
Trujillo exit (A-58). From Mérida you can reach the
towns of the south of Extremadura along the A-66.

Lisboa
287
314
228
392

If you approach from the north or the south you will
be using the A-66 dual carriageway that runs through
the region from north to south.

Badajoz airport, 14 kms from the built-up area,
has regular ﬂights to Madrid and Barcelona and
to other cities at certain times of the year. It has a
cafeteria, car hire oﬃces, 24-hour free parking,
and a taxi rank.

The RENFE Middle Distance train network takes care
of the rail transport of passengers in Extremadura
and links the region to Andalusia, Castilla La Mancha,
and Madrid. The lines available are that between
Mérida and Seville; that linking Badajoz, Cáceres and
Madrid; that of the Badajoz, Mérida, Ciudad Real, and
Madrid route; and that linking Zafra and Huelva.

www.aena.es

www.renfe.es

THE MEDIA
Ten dishes from
Extremadura to renew
body and soul.

Extremadura,
an essential
natural larder.

Five ﬂavours
to fall in love
with Extremadura.
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The raw materials

AN ESSENTIAL

NATURAL
LARDER

The region is a natural one, full of
taste and with endless culinary
possibilities, extraordinary for the
variety and quality of its delicacies,
simple and with strong rural inﬂuences, fused with Portugal, and
cooked over a low ﬂame with
unbeatable raw materials. If you
want to know more of the land of
ham and paprika or the goose pâté
that is served at the White House,
come and discover this excellent
larder that supplies kitchens in
many parts of the world.
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E

ating in Extremadura is merging into an endless
landscape of contrasts: sierras and plains, water
reserves, and immense dehesas oﬀer you food with
a natural taste, with Denomination of Origin, and suitable
for the most demanding palates. Here you can ﬁnd the
authentic Iberian ham, the torta among an inexhaustible
variety of cheeses, and other gastronomic treasures such
as the paprika of La Vera which is unique in the world,
kitchen garden produce and plentiful juicy fruit, rice,
tomatoes, and asparagus on interminable fertile irrigated
plains. Sierras with a white mantle and red mosaics of the
cherries from the Jerte Valley, and carpets of rockroses,
evergreen oaks, and heather, the multicoloured pollen of

OLIVE GROVES IN LAS HURDES

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / AN ESSENTIAL NATURAL LARDER

THE DEHESA OF EXTREMADURA

Extremadura, inﬁnite
landscapes of taste with
denomination of origin

More than 5,000 years of coexistence between man and nature.
This vast age-old woodland is interspersed with pastureland,
the sustainable paradise of the Iberian pig which is reared in
harmony and symbiosis with the environment and fed in a
natural manner on herbs, roots, and acorns.

To ﬁnd
out more...

www.dehesa-extremadura.com
www.rutajamoniberico.es
Un país para comérselo - RTVE
“As happy as a pig on its grazing grounds”

chestnuts roasted over the ﬁre. Furthermore, there is
nothing like Extremadura lamb or veal, kid from the sierras,
and of course our Iberian pigs that roam free to follow a
healthy diet to produce excellent Dehesa de Extremadura
hams and chorizo, loin, black pudding... And don't miss our
villages with the smell of traditional pig killing, of stewed
game meats, of breadcrumbs, and of lamb stews. With each
food you will inevitably sense the smell of the place where it
is reared and the aroma of the hands who have transformed
it into the most tempting of delicacies: a truly natural taste!

PASTORALIA VISIT
EXPERIENCE

OK

VINEYARDS OF THE RIBERA DEL GUADIANA

which yields exquisite honey from Las Hurdes and the
Villuercas-Ibores region.
Immense vineyards produce excellent Ribera del Guadiana
wines and centenary olive trees yield the golden oil of GataHurdes and Monterrubio, which ooze out in the oil mills
after their extraction. Mushrooms abound among chestnut
trees, oaks, and cork oaks: Boletus spp., Amanita caesarea...
together with the local truﬄes known as criadillas de tierra.
Spanish oyster thistles and asparagus provide a ﬁne
accompaniment together with other wild products such as
blackberries and fruit from the strawberry tree or

www.pastoralia.es
TORTA DEL CASAR
INTERPRETATION CENTRE
In the town of Almoharín in the province of Cáceres
you can visit this centre which provides a wide range
of activities related to the Torta del Casar, the extraordinary sheep's cheese with an appearance, taste, and
texture that make this unique delicacy so exquisite.
7

RAW MATERIALS

Ten Denominations of Origin and
two Protected Geographical
Indications that provide and
export their own exclusiveness,
with the added advantage of
being produced in areas of great
environmental value that have
been declared a natural park, a
biosphere reserve, and a geopark.
That mysterious
red spice

1

DENOMINATIONS
OF ORIGIN: The brands
of nature

That homemade ﬂavour

3
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A serene
delicacy
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The life and soul
of the olive tree
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Intense
creaminess

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / AN ESSENTIAL NATURAL LARDER

The products of Extremadura are
of the highest quality. Without
good raw materials it is
impossible to produce a ﬁne meal

Sweet home
Juan Mari Arzak
3 Michelin stars

Origin
and tradition
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The best from
of the dehesa
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A ﬂoral
spectacle
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That pure
maternal instinct
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An unforge able
sensation
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A little history

The cooking of Extremadura is
the result of the coexistence of the
ancient Roman, Visigothic, Arab,
and Sephardic legacy combined
with the mark left by the shepherds of the north in their
transhumance and the crossborder stamp of the proximity to
Portugal. All this is seasoned with
the richest inﬂuence of the spices
and raw materials brought from
the New World.

Shepherd's cooking has left us
authentic dishes of the
gastronomy of memory

COOKING WITH
LOTS OF HISTORY
THE GASTRONOMY OF EXTREMADURA OVER TIME
romE

Jewish gastronomy

The Romans made use of all
parts of the pig and ate them in
the most varied ways: they
were the ﬁrst to produce salted
meat (succidia) such as ham
and sausages (farcimina) as we
know them today.

Pastries made with almonds and
honey are a Sephardic legacy,
together with roast or fried lamb,
vegetable and pulse stew, and fried
vegetable hash, to which tomato was
added after the discovery of America.

Iberian ham

Garlic soup

The Arab period

13th century

Inherited recipes such as soused ﬁsh or soup of
jabis and sinabi were the forerunners of garlic
soup and lamb stew. Criadillas de tierra were
already being eaten as early as the period of
the Aftasid dynasty of Badajoz and our olivetree culture is also part of its inheritance.

In this century the
Torta del Casar was
used as currency in
business exchanges.

Macaroons

Torta del Casar

10
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THE ORIGIN OF
GRANDE CUISINE

mperor Charles V transformed gastronomic
perceptions in Yuste when during his retreat to the
monastery he brought with him asparagus, game,
live oysters, salted anchovies, sardines, shellﬁsh
of all kinds preserved in snow... and his own
master brewer.

Francisco Martínez Montillo, the head chef of Kings
Philip II, III, and IV, mentions in his book “The art of
cooking, confectionery, and preserving” of 1611 the
excellence of the truﬄes of Extremadura (criadillas
de tierra) and gives details of the “Carthusian
omele e”, which is none other than the popular
plain omele e from the recipe collections of the
Hieronymite monks of the Monastery of Guadalupe.
In 1807 Napoleon's soldiers sacked the library of the
Monastery of Alcántara and made oﬀ with the
recipe book as part of the booty. Some years later
Escoﬃer, the great French cook, called it: “the best
trophy and the only beneﬁt France achieved from
that period”.

The discovery
of America
Three essential products: paprika,
potatoes, and tomatoes. The monasteries
of Extremadura were
the ﬁrst to
cultivate them.

Ribera del Guadiana

YUSTE

GUADALUPE

ALCÁNTARA

The Modern Age

2015/2016

Extremadura cuisine reaches
its highest point represented
by three famous monasteries
well known for their
gastronomy: Guadalupe,
Alcántara, and Yuste.

Cáceres is nominated
the 2015 Spanish
Capital of Gastronomy
and Mérida the 2016
Latin American
Capital of
Gastronomic Culture.

Denominations of origin

1521

Late 20th century

Friar Juan de Siruela, the prior of
the Monastery of Guadalupe,
wrote the oldest book on oenology
in existence anywhere in the
world, which is currently kept in
the Spanish National Library.

Extremadura registers the
creation of most of its
Protected Denominations of
Origin so as to regulate the
quality of its products.
Monastic cod

Capital status logo
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AVANT-GARDE CUISINE

Origin

and VANGUARD

T

he Extremadura restaurant industry is currently
booming in a renaissance
that emulates the origin of the
early cooking of our monasteries,
which has been surpassed in
excellence by a selection of
prestigious establishments in the
vanguard of Spanish cuisine. With
the two Michelin stars of the
restaurant Atrio in Cáceres and
its chef Toño Pérez leading the
way, the menu of proposals is
endless: this is a great festival of
cuisine in which the dehesa is the
eternal source of inspiration, the
house trademark.
Our secret formula:

I+D +O

Innovation, development, and origin
12

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / AVANT-GARDE CUISINE

RESTAURANTS
AND HERITAGE
Paradores, hostelries,
mansions, castles,
monasteries... In Extremadura
the most daring gastronomic
proposals are served within
walls redolent of history: the
perfect combination.

GASTRONOMIC
CAPITALS

GASTRONOMIC
CULTURE
Hotel schools and cooking schools,
private training, events, show
cooking... our chefs and would-be
chefs are always on the go.
Gastronomic culture and its
professionalisation are growing
hand in hand. Moreover, institutions such as the Guild and the
Gastronomy Academy of
Extremadura contribute to the
enriching and the preservation of
this culture.

Cáceres stands out on its own in
new Extremadura cuisine with
its recognition as 2015 Spanish
Gastronomic Capital and an
oﬀer that combines tradition
and innovation, and has
deservedly achieved national
prominence in this ﬁeld. In 2016
Mérida takes over from Cáceres
with the title of Latin American
capital of Gastronomic Culture.
The future is more than
assured.

Our chefs provide
and export vanguard
inside and outside
Extremadura
13

GASTRONOMIC CITIES

GASTRONOMIC

CITIES
Larder
legends

Extremadura is the land of small
towns of a thousand ﬂavours and
of creative home cooking with a
“slow food” tradition (before the
term was invented) deriving from
local high-quality seasonal products. In these hospitable and integrating towns taking things easy
allows you to immerse yourself in
gastronomy with a present, a
future, and an eloquent past.
Savouring the honesty and friendliness of the locals adds extra
value to these towns in which the
gastronomic experience constitutes tasting the value of our
region and our people.
14

T

he inﬂuences found here combine tradition,
culture, and the avant-garde without
forge ing the native products; their recipes
constitute a testimony of the commitment to the land
together with the mark of other cuisines, in particular

LOW COST PROPOSAL

TAPAS ARE BEAUTIFUL

HAVING TAPAS IS SHARING!
Having tapas is sharing and a good way of accessing
signature cuisine cheaply. In many cases in
Extremadura a free pincho (a small tapa) is served
per drink but this is just a sample: if you want to get
to know the gastronomy without spending a
fortune, move on to tapas!

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / GASTRONOMIC CITIES

CÁCERES, 2015 GASTRONOMIC CAPITAL

In 2015 Cáceres took over from Vitoria-Gasteiz as
the Spanish Gastronomic Capital in recognition of the
capacity of this World Heritage City to fuse culture,
tourism, and gastronomy.

Small towns with a
thousand ﬂavours, a mosaic
of gastronomic pleasures

GET OUT IN THE SUN!
EXPERIENCE

OK
LOS COLORES DEL CAMPO

Portuguese. Towns with a village feel where at every
turn larder legends can be found: plazas enlivened
with bars of sun and ham, hidden taverns serving
traditional stews; restaurants oﬀering nouvelle
cuisine in palaces of Templar knights, paradores
captured by history, hostelries serving delicatessen,
and pavement cafés overlooking endless dehesas;
viewpoints of rockrose and paprika with the ﬂight
of kestrels and storks; and gourmet gastrobars and
Jewish quarters of almonds and honey with restaurants that refresh your soul with pure Iberian fare.
Get ready to devour with the ﬁve senses our mosaic
of gastronomic pleasures!

PLAZA MAYOR, CÁCERES

HAVE BREAKFAST, LUNCH, TEA,
OR DINNER AT A PAVEMENT CAFÉ
Extremadura is natural light: over 300 days of
sunlight per year enrich our streets and plazas.
Whenever you come and wherever you go, take
advantage of it; get out in the sun and enjoy
yourself at its innumerable pavement cafés and
patios. Few places give you this simple luxury at
any time of the year.
15

GASTRONOMIC CITIES

IES
G ASTROCI T

The

GASTRONOMIC
MARVELS

{

Eight towns with a common denominator: good eating. Each
one has its own special features but all show their willingness
to share, because good food is a way of life in these gastrocities.
In these eight marvels there is a perfect combination of
heritage, culture, and cuisine; eight indispensable visits to get
to know the gastronomic identity of Extremadura.

cáceres

Three cultures
in the kitchen

16

THE MONUMENTAL OLD TOWN OF CÁCERES

This excellent destination is a mirror for three
cultures in the kitchen (Arab, Jewish, and Christian)
where the visitor can combine with elegant
naturalness experiences such as sampling tapas of
potato sausage with honey, crème caramel made from
the Torta del Casar, or pastries made with almonds
and honey with contemplating a 14th-century
altarpiece or dancing ethnic rhythms in the Plaza
Mayor during the Womad Festival.

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / GASTRONOMIC CITIES

plasencia
Stately elegance, the folk festival, and a tradition of craft
beer. The capital of mountain, Sephardic, and Christian
cooking oﬀers you its traditional market of ﬂavours and
countless restaurants, bars, and taverns sheltered by its
mighty city walls and its two cathedrals and complemented
by the Municipal Cooking School, where you can taste its
zorongollo (a salad of peppers), trout from the Jerte river,
soft cheese with honey, and products made from cherries
among other culinary delicacies.

Market of
ﬂavours
MARTES MAYOR MARKET
(1ST TUESDAY IN AUGUST)

trujillo
Silence,
the land
speaks
of cheese

Wine and cheese combinations, beef from the retinta race
and game, and home-made soups and sausages which at
the Chíviri festival represent the Inca gold brought from
the New World for the people of Trujillo. The town also
oﬀers moraga (grilled meat) and fantastic breadcrumb
dishes. You can lose yourself in the streets that Pizarro and
Orellana ran through as children and discover medieval
walls, cisterns, and palaces, savouring convent sweetmeats
and honey. When you go up to the castle, there is silence...
the land speaks of cheese with denomination of origin.

PAVEMENT CAFÉS ON THE PLAZA MAYOR

coria
Ask for mushrooms and ﬁghting bull stew, shoulder of lamb,
and quico (a product of pig-killing). Oil from the Sierra de
Gata, fresh vegetables from the Vega del Alagón, mojos
(fried ﬁsh) and soused bogues, barbels, and tench;
sweetmeats such as coquillos, ﬂoretas, perrunillas,
bolluelas,... and don't miss the pastries of the Franciscan
nuns from the Convento de la Madre de Dios and the popular
mantelinos commemorating the Sacred Tablecloth (mantel)
of the Last Supper which is kept in the Cathedral Museum.

D.O. oil, ﬁgh ting bulls,
and pig - killing
BOLETUS EDULIS
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badajoz
Tastes of
Spain and
Portugal
This modern city with a traditional ﬂavour is included
in the prestigious Savour Spain (Saborea España)
group. Its old quarter serves dishes of avant-garde
cuisine with an intense Spanish-Portuguese ﬂavour.
You will eat tapa after tapa and sample any food that
is Iberian and a ﬁne selection of rice and cod dishes. In
the world capital of the dehesa you can have
energising breakfasts on the banks of the Guadiana
River featuring a wide variety of toasts (the most
traditional being those with oil, ham, and tomato).

PAVEMENT CAFÉS ON THE PLAZA ALTA

mérida
imperial
Roman
ﬂavour
Follow the gastronomic route of cold dishes: gazpacho,
ajoblanco (garlic and almond soup), cojondongos, and
zorongollos. Take your time over your ﬁne breakfast like
a true emperor and sample the most spectacular toasts
in the world: with oil and Extremadura ham, tomato,
cheese, cachuela (pork pâte), or anything else you can
imagine. Savour Roman tapas fused with mulsum
(Roman wine), art, culture, sport, and music and get to
know the Vía de la Plata route in the Latin American
Capital of Iberian ham and pork specialities such as
grilled presa, pluma, or secreto, vegetables, and spices.
18

ACUEDUCTO DE LOS MILAGROS

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / GASTRONOMIC CITIES

zafra
A delicious
blessed
portico
Discover delicious hideaways for sweetmeats such as
repápalos with milk, tocinillos de cielo (a pudding of egg
yolk and syrup), quince jelly, bishop's hearts, and the
buns known as bollos de chicharrones and aceitadas and
savour the stockbreeding tradition of pestorejo, cachuela,
adobo, and fried pork. Explore Zafra's porticoed Plaza
Grande and Plaza Chica, which in June at the “De la Luna
al Fuego” ﬁesta will stir up your senses to the tune of
chanfaina stew, lamb revoltillo, kid and the renowned
pitarra wines, rabbit and hare with rice, and stewed or
pickled partridge or quail.

PLAZA GRANDE

jerez de
los caballeros
The ham
of the
Templars

IBERIAN HAM

Don't miss this southern town of the dehesa with
its bell towers and baroque monasteries, in the
restaurants, inns, and bars of which the best acorn
hams in the world hang from the ceiling to such an
extent that they even give shade. You will enjoy
exquisite Iberian pluma and secreto and cheeses,
mushrooms, a lo cafre rice, stewed partridge,
caldillo (a liver dish), and excellent sausages.
Finish oﬀ your visit with its delicious traditional
desserts such as Jerez pastries, bollos turcos, or
fri ers (pestiños) with honey or sugar.
19

GASTRONOMIC DISTRICTS

DISTRICTS
WITH FLAVOUR
by mouthfuls
Ñam
Ñam...!

In Extremadura many recipes of similar origin are adapted in each district
to provide diﬀerent dishes but with
common characteristics; sampling
them is the best way to get to know
the local culture and the feelings of
the people of each of the varied territories that make up a surface area of
over forty thousand square kilometres. You will experience original
tastes and sensations outside your
daily routine, mixed with exotic ﬂavours, in an exciting and pleasurable
cultural exchange.

S

avour its hospitality and ruralness at your
leisure; enjoy moments of peace and quiet and a
meal like in the old days. Sample traditional
breadcrumb dishes with pork around a ﬁre. Try
sweetmeats such as repápalos or sapillos (doughnuts
with milk) with local women. Gather olives, mushrooms, or chestnuts with your family, with a pot of stew
on the ﬁre, or harvest grapes and cherries that go
directly from the tree to your mouth. The gastronomy
of Extremadura is not merely concerned with food; it
becomes a messenger of coexistence and the relation-

LAS HURDES LEMON
20
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ASKING FOR POTATO SAUSAGE
This event was a carnival tradition in Malpartida de
Cáceres. The lads who were leaving to do their military
service said goodbye to their neighbours and asked for food;
they received in particular the exquisite sausage known as
morcilla patatera. Currently a gastronomic event is held
with the production of tapas such as sirloin au gratin with
patatera and honey, combinations with craft beer, generational transfer encounters, and tasting sessions.

Sharing and taking the
time to savour its
hospitality and ruralness
at your leisure

accompanied by hoñigal ﬁgs or grapes; of garlic with
toast and a touch of La Vera paprika; of cured pork
traditionally eaten during carnival in Aceuchal; of
cachuela with liver and lard; of potatoes in La Vera and
the Jerte Valley and sometimes accompanied with
goats' milk in Los Ibores; and of garlic with milk which
is the shepherd's legacy. There is a caldocano variant in
Guadalupe and the Geopark, with goats' milk, toast, and
tomato; with river ﬁsh, trout or tenches... and naturally
gazpacho, with cherries, pennyroyal... and its derivative
ajoblanco. There are salads such as zorongollo of
peppers; or of lemon and orange in Las Hurdes with
fried eggs and chorizo... and between the two the
cojondongo in the Tierra de Barros.

DID YOU KNOW THAT...

MONASTERY OF GUADALUPE
POTATO OMELETTE

ship between man and the land. Family-run agrofood
businesses based on their own production mix with
small restaurants set in upland olive groves, where
"gastronomic walks" provide added value. Other
eateries specialise in signature cuisine and local identity
and are located in hidden villages or clandestine
scenarios, making you feel that you have gone back in
time with dishes such as hot or cold soups with diﬀerent ingredients and preparation depending on the area:
soups of tomato with hundreds of variants, sometimes

THE FIRST SPANISH POTATO OMELETTE
According to the book "The potato in Spain History and Agroecology of the Andean Tuber",
wri en by the scientist from the Scientiﬁc
Research Council (CSIC) Javier López Linaje, the
Spanish potato omele e was invented in the
Extremadura town of Villanueva de la Serena on
27th February 1798. Its creation is a ributed to
Joseph de Tena Godoy and the Marquis of Robledo.
21
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Geographical
mouthfuls
The Alagón Valley is a fertile plain that produces tomatoes and peppers
to season dishes such as fried lamb or lamb sausages and pork dishes
such as picadillo or pestorejo. Las Hurdes, with its salad of lemon, kid,
honey, and wild ingredients, shares with the Sierra de Gata the oil of
the Gata-Hurdes D.O.. The Monfragüe Biosphere Reserve, dominated by
the national park of the same name, the irrigated land of the Tiétar
Valley and dehesas of evergreen and cork oaks: shepherd's cooking, kid
and venison stew, wild seasonal products, and home-made pastries
such as ﬂoretas or huesillos.
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The Sierra de Montánchez brings you hams, olives, pitarra wine, and
the Bread and Cheese Festival in Zarza de Montánchez. Not far away,
the best ﬁgs and the outstanding chocolates that are made with them in
Almoharín. Towards the Tajo-Salor, ponds where tenches are reared
and celebrated, partridge Alcántara style, lamb, game meat, veal, and
pork in all its derivatives, the valued morcillas patateras, and the Torta
del Casar. The Sierra de San Pedro, Mediterranean woodland par
excellence which the Iberian pig shares with big game. And the Tajo
International, a frontier land where Portuguese pastries and cod are
readily adopted.
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The Tierra de Barros, Sierra Grande, and Zafra-Río Bodión, a landscape studded with
vines and olive groves where the Iberian pig disputes its throne with the good wines of
Almendralejo, the town of cava. Chanfaina stew, cachuela, pisto (fried vegetable hash),
breadcrumbs, and lamb stew washed down with wines of the Ribera del Guadiana
D.O.. The Campiña Sur, Tentudía, and the Sierra Suroeste, a vast forest of evergreen
oaks with a carpet of acorns do ed with farmhouses and white towns. Renowned
sausages where ham stands out; and also Iberian presa, pluma, or secreto, fried pork,
and retinto beef. Olivenza and Tierras de Alqueva, its adjacent area in Portugal; they
therefore share dishes and recipes such as the Técula Mécula, sweet as marzipan.
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GASTRONOMIC DISTRICTS

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / DISTRICTS WITH FLAVOUR

In Ambroz-Granadilla olive groves and dehesas come together and from extra
virgin olive oil we pass almost eﬀortlessly to Iberian ham and veal, with seasonal
chestnuts and mushrooms. The Jerte Valley is the valley of the cherries with the
picota as the king of varieties and produces from gazpacho to liqueurs. The trout of
its streams are legendary as are those of La Vera, where it smells of cochifrito (fried
pork with paprika), kid, goat's cheese, and raspberry liqueur. The bright red star is
the paprika from La Vera (D.O.) made from the peppers grown on the fertile plains
that the Tiétar River shares with the Campo Arañuelo, the excellent asparagus of
which is exported to many countries.
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The Trujillo-Miajadas plains are traditionally ca le
rearing and it is here that a large proportion of the
heifers and lambs of Extremadura are reared; towards
the south this district suddenly gives way to the
irrigated area of the Vegas del Guadiana: rice, fruit
trees, maize, and above all tomatoes. To the west the
Villuercas-Ibores-Jara Geopark breaks up the plain
with rugged outcrops of quartzite and the lamb is
replaced by kid; the star product is goat's cheese of the
Ibores D.O.. Guadalupe is famous for its black pudding
and its honey, which is used for pastries such as the
rosca de muégado. And to the south, La Siberia and La
Serena, the kingdom of the merino sheep and its
famous La Serena cheese (D.O), which shares the
honours with the exceptional oil of Monterrubio (D.O.);
winters of stews and summers of escarapuches, in their
varieties of pork, ﬁsh, hare, partridge, and venison.
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THE
PERIODIC
TABLE

La

PRODUCTS OF
EXTREMADURA

“When in Rome do as the Romans do”,
Sancho says in Don Quixote. This isn't
actually Rome although it is well known
that many Roman elements can be
found here, but in the case of si ing
down to eat it is a good piece of advice.
So that you know what to order we will
introduce you to our gastronomic ID and
what Extremadura exports... and eats.
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Cheese

Lamb

Wine

Page 34

Page 40
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of the
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Ch

Tomatoes

Cherries

Page 44

Page 38

Fr

Rice

Fruit

Page 44

Page 44
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4

9

Iberian ham, wine, cheese and paprika make up the
fab four of the gastronomy of Extremadura. But
there is a lot more to discover that you may be less
familiar with, although there is no doubt that this
will be just as interesting to the palate. The biggest
surprise may well be the magniﬁcent irrigated
fertile plains and sierras: Extremadura is the
largest Spanish producer of rice, tomato, cherries,
raspberries, fruit with stones, paprika, and ﬁgs
and this is less generally known. In our extensive
districts the best meats are produced, including
those of their abundant game and other wild
delicacies such as mushrooms, Spanish oyster
thistle, and asparagus. In the uplands we have the
sweetest honey and in its streams excellent trout.

The gastronomy of
Extremadura is essentially
based on the land and its fruits
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Oil

Page 36

You can now sit down to eat.
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Honey

Paprika

Page 36

Page 38
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Game

Chestnuts

Kid

Page 42

Page 42

Page 40
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Veal

Page 40
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Mushrooms
Page 42
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IBERIAN
HAM,

AS A SYMBOL
The symbol of the gastronomy of Extremadura is a
matchless pleasure for the palate that you cannot miss in
your visit to the region. Our Iberian ham is regulated by the
Dehesa de Extremadura Denomination of Origin and is
classiﬁed in two categories according to what the pigs are
fed on: acorn ham (red label) or free-range fodder ham
(green label). We give you below some indications so you can
recognise it and appreciate it.

Ha

Ham
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GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / PRODUCTS / HAM

T

he breed is the crux of the ma er: the
pig may be 100% Iberian, in which case
the seal of that reared on acorns will
be black and not red; or simply Iberian, i.e.
those crossed with at least 75% of Iberian
blood. But beware: not all Iberians are necessarily black as some varieties are brown, lightcoloured, mahogany-coloured, or reddish. If
moreover their hoofs (generally black) are
rounded this means that the animals have
grazed on the dehesa and have therefore been
well reared.

With approximately one million
hectares of dehesa Extremadura
is an ecological paradise.

«On acorns, yes,
but not exclusively »
This is another key aspect: the rearing. Acorn
Iberian ham comes from those animals that
are sacriﬁced immediately after making use of
the grazing ground of the dehesas of
Extremadura with their acorns and herbs,
where they will put on up to 60% of their
weight. Meanwhile that of free-range fodder is
from animals fa ened on natural pastures and
feed based on cereals and leguminous plants.
Both options are exceptional, although acorn
ham is obviously of higher quality; it depends
on what you want to spend.
It should also be taken into account that man
does not live on ham alone: loin, chorizo,
salami-type sausage, potato sausage, black
pudding, large blood sausage... and all other
Iberian meats deserve your a ention.

On the dehesas of Extremadura
is where the pure Iberian pig is
raised. It is from this animal
that the ﬁnest ham in the world
is obtained, which is characterised by its succulence and its
intense ﬂavour.

Li le-known villages, undulating landscapes of ochre tones,
and the best Iberian ham are
the three ingredients of this
route through the south of
Extremadura.
the ham route

GET TO KNOW IBERIAN HAM
EXPERIENCE

OK

THE IBERIAN HAM ROUTE
if you visit the website www.rutajamoniberico.es you
can get to know this initiative and discover the secrets
of this delicacy: the dehesa, the breeds, its production...
Rearing grounds, drying warehouses, shops, restaurants, accommodation, and activity companies
combine to oﬀer you the best option: ham and more
ham... Iberian, of course.
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THE DEHESA OF
EXTREMADURA
Practically all the districts in the region include areas with
this unusual model of Mediterranean woodland, which
means that you can obtain Iberian ham in almost any part
of Extremadura. However, tradition is what counts, and
districts such as the Sierra Suroeste or Sierra de Tentudía
in the province of Badajoz; the Sierra de San Pedro,
Montánchez, and Las Villuercas in the centre of the region,
and the Ambroz Valley and Tierras de Granadilla in the
north of Cáceres province represent the bulk of the
production of this autonomous region. So as to know who
and where, we suggest you visit the website of the
denomination of origin www.dehesa-extremadura.com

The dehesa of Extremadura;
the land's heritage that gives
the best ham

Happy pig

HEALTH
It is also healthy, which is another relevant and lesser
known fact. The fat of acorn Iberian ham has a total
proportion of unsaturated fa y acids, such as oleic acid, of
over 75%, which makes it the most cardio-healthy of all
animal fats and even more than some of plant origin. It is
not only beneﬁcial concerning the level of cholesterol in
the blood; it also provides proteins, vitamins B1, B6, B12,
and E, and minerals and is even compatible with
hypocaloric diets as its number of calories is roughly the
same as that of bread.
With all this you have here what is no doubt the best asset
of the gastronomy of Extremadura: origin and tradition
in its purest state... Iberian ham, of course.

Vitamins B1,
B6, B12 and E
Rich in
proteins
and minerals
28

Unsaturated
fa y acids
Low

Kcal in calories

Antioxidants

Ham is cut by hand
and some cu ers are
true masters

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / PRODUCTS / HAM

Umami,

THE FIFTH TASTE
Salty, sweet, bi er, acid... and umami. The ﬁfth taste, which is
related to the natural glutamates described by the Japanese
researcher Kikunae Ikeda in 1908, is also found in Iberian
ham. A study of the Umami Information
Centre in Japan has established this and gives
hams from Extremadura the highest concentrations of this taste. Umami means "tasty" or
"delicious taste" in Japanese and is another
reason why this product seduces all palates.
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ribera del
guadiana,
OUR WINE
The wines of
Extremadura are
the star complement
to an outstanding
gastronomy

In vino veritas, said Pliny the Elder: "The truth is in the
wine". The truth in the wine has been understood in this
region ever since the Romans began to grow vines on the
fertile plains of Lusitania. Time and experience have done
the rest; the wine has improved with the knowledge
acquired and the recent impetus of our wine producers to
produce outstanding wines with a universal vocation.

www.riberadelguadiana.eu

Wi

Wine
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GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / PRODUCTS / WINE

n the Ribera del Guadiana D.O. there are up
to thirty grape varieties: the most important and best known are the Spanish
tempranillo and macabeo grapes and the local
Extremadura cayetana and pardina grapes,
both of which are white. Like the eva or beba de
los santos and the montúa, which are also local
varieties that are being recovered and from
which wine is now being made, glories from the
past when white table grapes were the most in
demand on both Spanish and international
markets. Naturally there are more: alarije
(another local white), garnacha tinta and

«Soil, vine, and
climate: identity»
garnacha tintorera, Chardonnay, borba,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Pedro Ximénez, merlot...
With all of these, the good soil of this land, and
the magniﬁcent climate, a triad that determines the identity of the wines, the cellars of
Extremadura have achieved with their
knowhow and technological renovation a well
deserved reputation on the competitive Spanish
wine market that extends to other countries.
There is no be er way of persuading you than
to have you try our wine; in your journey to
Extremadura ask for Ribera del Guadiana.

This journey starts from a fact: journalists and critics are
beginning to talk of the wine that is being produced in these
coordinates. Surprise has quickly given way to a trending
topic. Its story could well be a parable about a group of youths
who after studying the land and investigating its possibilities
have decided to take action and try diﬀerent grapes until
they press the right bu on.

THE WINE FAIR

IBEROVINAC OENOTOURISM
The Wine and Olive Fair of Almendralejo (Iberovinac)
devotes every other year to oenotourism, concentrating on the ﬁnal consumer and bringing wine culture
to the general public by means of visits to our best
cellars, workshops, tasting sessions, and tourist
activities related to the Wine Route.
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ribera del
guadiana
wine route

A journey
through wine
The Oenogastronomic
Spring, which is part of the
Ribera del Guadiana Wine
Route, was nominated the
Best Oenotourist Initiative in
Spain in 2014

www.rutadelvinoriberadelguadiana.com

CHEERS!
The Ribera del Guadiana Wine
Route is a tour through the
oenological and cultural heritage
of Extremadura that is being
commented on in publications
and on social networks. Dozens of
activities await you: visits to
cellars, vineyard routes, tasting
sessions, museums...
A sensorial journey that
will teach you almost
everything about grapes,
vines, and cellars

OENOGASTRONOMIC
SPRING
The Ribera del Guadiana Wine Route
oﬀers you an experiential journey to
discover, savour, and enjoy the wineproducing culture of Extremadura. The
Oenogastronomic Spring allows
everyone to enter the fascinating world
of wine. Take part in its endless
activities and experiences so as to enjoy
oenotourism with your ﬁve senses
under the common theme of the
excellent wines of Extremadura,
nature, and the landscapes surrounding our villages.

#A great plan: a relaxed route
with good food and be er wine
along the Ribera del Guadiana
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GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / PRODUCTS / WINE

1

GET TO KNOW
A WINE CELLAR

proposals to enjoy the

Ribera del

Guadiana

wine route

4

RELAX: ENJOY A WINE
THERAPY SESSION

2

ATTEND A
WINE-TASTING SESSION

3

TAKE PART IN THE
OENOGASTRONOMIC SPRING

5

VISIT THE WINE
SCIENCE MUSEUM
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EXTREMADURA RED

CHERRIES AND PAPRIKA

According to the experts there are 105 shades of red:
crimson, scarlet, vermillion, bright red... But only
one deﬁnes two of our star products, Extremadura
red. Jerte Valley cherries and La Vera paprika, the
same colour and two territories have been united
for centuries with the same purpose; maintaining
the level of excellence.
Dress in red and savour the genuine ﬂavour of the
uplands of Extremadura

Ch

Cherries
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Pa

Paprika

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / PRODUCTS / CHERRIES AND PAPRIKA

Cherries

T

he Jerte Valley is the natural habitat of a unique
native cherry, the picota, which is protected by the
Cereza del Jerte Denomination of Origin and is
exported to many countries worldwide. With its 8 vitamins,
calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, potassium... the Jerte picota
is a superfood! Each year in the spring the valley dresses in
white to receive the 200,000 visitors who come to enjoy the
festival of the Cherry Tree in Blossom in this spot blessed by
light, water, and earth. La Cerecera between May and August
and the Otoñada in autumn are the two other great occasions
for coming to the valley.

”

«Jerte Valley,
nature in red and white»

I

t tastes be er smoked and this is why with its environmental conditions and its production method the district of La
Vera has the best paprika in the world. It has been protected
by the Pimentón de la Vera Denomination of Origin since 2005
and is one of the condiments most frequently used in the making
of products deriving from pork although it can also be found in
a multitude of other dishes and in haute cuisine. Its drying
process by means of wood smoke of oak or evergreen oak makes
it unique. Moreover, it is a very healthy product owing to its
anti-oxidant and anti-carcinogenic properties.

”

Paprika

«In the district of La Vera they
make the best paprika in the world»
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WILD EXTREMADURA

GAME,
FISH,
MUSHROOMS…
Hunting, ﬁshing, and the gathering of fruits, mushroom, and
other wild products are not just recreational activities;
indeed a large proportion of the gastronomy from
Extremadura is related to the seasonal nature of these raw
materials as they are ingredients of many of its traditional
dishes. Asparagus, Spanish oyster thistles, aromatic herbs,
fruit from the strawberry tree, criadillas de tierra and other
fungi, chestnuts, snails, game meat, and river ﬁsh form part
of our wild gastronomic culture. Sit down at table and relax:
go wild in Extremadura.

Ga

Game
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Mu

Mushrooms

Ch

Chestnut

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / PRODUCTS / FROM THE COUNTRY

Game and fish

R

ed-legged partridge in pickle or Alcántara style,
roast rabbit or rabbit with garlic, rice with hare,
stewed wood pigeon, venison or wild boar stew... These
are essential dishes of the traditional gastronomy of
Extremadura with the strongest links to the land. The
same is true of the ﬁsh of our rivers, which are the basis
of recipes established in our culinary culture such as
soused ﬁsh, roast bogues, Jerte trout, fried ﬁsh, and ﬁsh
with garlic or the highly appreciated fried tench that
are the stars of the Tench Festival held in the Tajo-Salor
association of municipalities; it has been declared of
Gastronomic Tourist Interest.

You know the song;
a partridge in a pear tree...

Mushrooms, please

E

Wild Extremadura is a universe to
discover. Our identity has been
linked to nature since the dawn of
time and provides amazingly
delicious unique treasures without
preservatives or colouring.

xtremadura is mushroom territory: you must look for
them in chestnut, oak, evergreen oak, or pine groves.
If you have no luck, don't worry as mushrooms are gastronomic stars in our restaurants: riso o with Boletus edulis
or B. aereus, Amanita cesarea carpaccio, stewed pine
mushrooms, chanterelle, Amanita ponderosa... Mmm...
wonderful! The "Coria, the taste of mycology" gastronomic
event is an excellent opportunity to try them all and to get
to know this pre y town in the province of Cáceres.

Wild products

Extremadura is one of the richest
Spanish regions for mushrooms

T

he Extremadura countryside conceals renowned
delicacies: chestnuts, asparagus, Spanish oyster
thistles, campion, pine kernels, fruit from the strawberry tree, blackberries, etc.. These real delicacies for
the palate are succulent products which are appreciated
whether they be raw, cooked, or preserved. Fruits from a
generous and truly wild land.
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THE SEAL OF
QUALITY OF
THE BEST
products from
extremadura

RICE

HAM AND
SAUSAGES

Climate, soil, water, and
technological knowhow
are the keys to understanding the high
production and quality
of our rice varieties.

The industry of
Iberian pork products
is the most traditional
in Extremadura.

TURRON AND
DRIED FRUIT

BREAD,
PASTRIES...

Dried ﬁgs, chocolate,
almonds, walnuts, chestnuts, pine kernels... and
good turrón; this sector is
in continuous expansion.

The pastry-making
tradition in
Extremadura has
remained intact since
its origins.

In order to distinguish and guarantee high quality
food products that are produced in Extremadura, in
1984 the brand Alimentos de Extremadura (Foods
from Extremadura) was created as the regional
body ensuring top food quality.
Products bearing this seal are subject to rigorous
speciﬁc technical regulations and an exhaustive
selection process. The brand indicates that the raw
materials used come from Extremadura and that
their subsequent handling, transformation, and
packaging also takes place there.

“A seal to bring
them all together,
a seal to ﬁnd them”
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OILS AND
VINEGARS

PRESERVES
AND PICKLES

CHEESES
AND TORTAS

HONEY AND
MARMALADE

The substance of our
region with exceptional quality and
variety from the
country to your table.

Wild or cultivated,
natural or transformed,
the superior certiﬁed
quality of our preserves.

The cheese from
Extremadura is now
part of our collective
imagination. if you like
this delicacy look for our
brand on the label.

Diﬀerent varieties,
aromas, and essences
to choose from;
tradition is the key to
their quality.

wine ande
BEVERAGES

FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

FRESH
MEAT

PAPRIKA
AND SPICES

Mineral water, wines,
cava, craft beers,
liqueurs, and spirits;
whatever you want
to drink.

Our irrigated plains
produce a wide variety
of fruits and vegetables,
some of which are
unique.

The most carefully
chosen selection in the
sector is to be found
under this label; pork,
veal, or lamb.

The seal of quality
identiﬁes the uniqueness and the extraordinary nature of the
spices of Extremadura.
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THE BEST SOUVENIR

Don't just visit
Extremadura, take its
essence away with you

THE BEST SOUVENIR

Gifts from Extremadura
Look for our
seal of quality:

Gifts that transmit taste, authenticity, and a passion
for doing things properly. Anywhere you stop oﬀ along
the way you have endless possibilities for purchasing
gourmet products with a natural essence: hams,
cheeses, sausages, wines, creams, preserves, ﬁg
chocolates, liqueurs, pâtés, cakes and pastries, and oils
are the favourite souvenirs of visitors to Extremadura.

The
sweetest
things

The técula mécula, the star
pastry of Olivenza, is a
magic recipe. This
fascinating potion of egg
yolks, puﬀ pastry, and
almonds is over a century
old and a well kept secret.

FOODS

SPAIN

Fancies of milk, sugar,
and honey in the form of
convent sweetmeats, ﬁg
chocolates, fri ers, roscas
de muégado or roscas de
alfajor, perrunillas... should
not be missed.

turrón from
Castuera is made from
an ancient recipe thaat is
probably of Arab origin
and has endless varieties:
with almonds, coconut,
candied fruit, coﬀee,
traditional liqueurs.

The numerous varieties of
pâté are a delight to the
palate: choose between those
of Iberian pork, of salmorejo
(a variant of gazpacho),
Iberian caldillo or cachuela,
black or green olives,
morcilla patatera or black
pudding from Guadalupe,
wild partridge, and verote.
The last named is a mixture
of cream of torta cheese and
quality red pepper that is
ideal with meats or for
spreading on toast.
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Selected
carefully
and lovingly

Ethical foie gras
Eduardo Sousa
wins The
International Food
Salon de París

Foie gras from
carefully reared geese is
considered to be the
best foie in the world. It
is the culmination of
home-produced skills
and is in demand from
top international chefs
and even from Barack
Obama himself. Foie
gras from carefully
reared Extremadura
geese that are fed
acorns on the dehesa.

Gourmet fare
thanks
to acorns

GASTRONOMIC EXTREMADURA / THE BEST SOUVENIR

Cheeses and Iberian meats from ecological paradises with that homemade taste. Cheeses from
Extremadura, from El Casar, Los Ibores, La Serena... soft,
creamy, semi-cured, or cured in paprika, in oil, or with
herbs. And gourmet sausages: loin, large blood sausages,
chorizos, and black pudding... or Iberian shoulders and
hams. What divine madness!

Traditionally
crafted
wines

Cava from
Almendralejo, which has
held a Denomination of
Origin since the 1980s.
Bubbly, sparkling, ideal for
stimulating the appetite and
perfect for combinations.

Gastronomic
cosmetics in the form
of creams, shampoo, gel,
soap, lip salve... Natural
cosmetics made with
olive oil, honey, royal
jelly, or wine.

Golden or coppercoloured craft beers

from Extremadura with an abun-

dant foamy head.
Micro-bubbles of
barley, wheat, and oats
among which you will
ﬁnd aromas of honey,
cherries, chestnuts, or
acorns from the local
countryside. Ideal for
refreshing any dry
throat. Something
diﬀerent.

Some
impressive
ideas

The picota of the Jerte
Valey, the true king of
cherries that is only to be
found here. Smaller and
tastier, intense dark red in
colour, and very crunchy.
Delicious.

Wine and oil; a traditional healthy gift that never
fails, although the diversity of formats, varieties, and
ﬂavours makes the choice ever more diﬃcult:
monovarietal or coupage extra virgin oil, ecological,
with tomato lycopene, in the form of a spray... And let's
not even mention wines; there are thirty grape
varieties and inﬁnite combinations. A success.

The paprika from La
Vera is unique and unbeatable; a safe bet that is
economical and accessible.
The best known of spices:
spicy, bi ersweet, or sweet.
Highly smoked.
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1
Follow your nose...

AUTUMN OF FLAVOURS
Gastronomy, nature, culture and
tradition at Tajo International: crossborder and monastery cuisine, snail
tasting, gastronomic events, the El
Magusto Folk Festival, and the Tajo
tourist boat are some of the a ractions of this autumnal initiative on
the frontier.

VISIT A WINE CELLAR

3
Visit the vines in a calash

GET TO KNOW THE
OENOGASTRONOMIC SPRING

If you are a wine enthusiast just let
yourself be guided: Trujillo, Mérida,
Villafranca de los Barros,
Almendralejo, and Zafra are some
of the towns with the best wine
cellars that you can visit to enjoy
the wine where it is made.

2

This event has been awarded the
Spanish Prize for the Best
Oenotourist Initiative and is part of
the Ribera del Guadiana Wine Route;
it oﬀers numerous activities related
to wine and cava, gastronomy,
nature, and culture.

Tajo boat

12 GASTRONO
DISCOVER THE
IBERIAN HAM ROUTE
Ge ing to know a drying warehouse, taking a walk in the dehesa
where the pigs graze, and visiting
the Iberian ham museum in
Monesterio or the Iberian pig
interpretation centre in Higuera la
Real are some of the possibilities for
complementing the main idea:
eating the best Iberian ham.

FROM FAIR TO FESTIVAL

8
Partridge Alcántara style

The Acorn Iberian Ham Fair of
Fuentes de León or the Iberian Ham
Show of Jerez de los Caballeros; the
Chanfaina of Fuente de Cantos, the
National Cheese Fair of Trujillo, the
Magical Autumn of the Ambroz
Valley, and the Tapa Festival of Zafra
are but a few of the many gastronomic events.

PAY TRIBUTE TO
MONASTERY COOKING

7
Tasting Iberian ham
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Monastery cooking is inseparable from
the gastronomy of Extremadura:
Guadalupe in the Villuercas-IboresJara Geopark; Alcántara in Tajo
International; and the district of La
Vera inﬂuenced by the Yuste Monastery
are perfect places to get to know it.

Tapas festival

9

A BREAK IN CÁCERES, THE
2015 GASTRONOMIC CAPITAL
Art and gastronomy come together
in this world heritage city. The 2015
Spanish cuisine capital oﬀers a rich
and varied selection of
Extremadura cooking with a welldeserved tribute to the ﬂavours of
the land.

5
Amanita cesarea

COME TO THE JERTE IN SPRING
You can't miss the spring and its
"Cherry Trees in Blossom" Fair in
the Jerte Valley; this festival is of
National Tourist Interest. At this
time the "Cerecera" is also held and
includes the Gastronomic Event of
the Picota Cherry, the Cherry Fair,
and walks in the moonlight.

GO WILD

4
A break in Cáceres

Extremadura is an ecological paradise
with over 30% of its territory enjoying
some form of environmental protection.
Here everywhere is countryside: uplands,
woodland, rivers, plains, dehesas... Take
the opportunity to run wild a li le and
try our natural gastronomy while you're
at it: game meat, ﬁsh, mushrooms,
asparagus, and Spanish oyster thistle
will help you to do so.

6
Cherry tree in blossom

OMIC TRENDS
TAPAS IN THE SUN

10
Martes Mayor in Plasencia

If there is one thing that makes
Extremadura diﬀerent that is its eternal
blue skies with 300 days of sunlight per
year. Whenever you come and wherever
you go, take advantage of it; get out in
the sun and enjoy tapas at its pavement
cafés. Few places give you this simple
luxury at any time of the year.

VISIT A MARKET
Daily, periodical, seasonal, or theme
markets; agrofood fairs, homeproduced samples... The products of
Extremadura can be sounded out in
the street and you will ﬁnd them
wherever you go. Take advantage
and sample the best our region has
to oﬀer.
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Gourmet shop

SOMETHING TO REMEMBER

Tapas in the sun

11

The end of your trip may be the
beginning of new experiences. Don't
se le for just visiting Extremadura,
take away its gastronomic essence
and share it with your family and
friends. You will discover ﬂavours,
you will enjoy yourselves, and you
will be popular.
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We will help you to organise your

Trip to Extremadura!
Visit the website

www.turismoextremadura.com

WHAT TO VISIT?
If you're into exploring and
discovering towns, monuments, museums, protected
natural areas, or routes, don't
forget to visit our website.

TOURIST
SERVICES
Tourist oﬃces, how to
get around, where to
stay, where to eat, and
practical information.

AGENDA
You will never be bored
In Extremadura: the
best concerts, exhibitions, and events
related to art, culture,
and leisure await you.

Discover the best Extremadura
Tourism oﬃcial videos on
our Vimeo channel
LONG LIVE EXTREMADURA!
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EXTREMADURA

100% NATURAL

Eat

Fresh Food!
www.turismoextremadura.com

